
lNarrow spectral feature, ~500MHz linewidth

lLinewidth is two orders of magnitude smaller than trap 
depth (30GHz)
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Setup

lMicrostructured electric trap to store molecules

lMolecule source: bent quadrupole guide (~1K)

lMolecule detection: quadrupole mass spectrometer

lIR laser light: frequency-comb-locked OPO

lMicrowaves at 150GHz: amplified multiplier chain

The Experiment

Motivation

lProduction of molecule ensembles at ultracold 
temperatures

lLaser cooling of polyatomic molecules impossible

lAlternative approach: opto-electrical cooling

lTrapping of molecules up to 60s with t=12s

lBox-like trap potential between microstructured 
capacitor plates

lTunable homogeneous electric fields:

lSelective addressing of molecular transitions

lSuppression of trap losses via non-adiabatic 
transitions

lSubdivision into two independent trap regions: 
additional control of the molecular motion

lConnection to a continuous source of molecules

Novel DC Electric Trap

Experimental Realization:
lAccumulation (IR + MW): population 

increase in states |2,2,2ñ and |3,2,3ñ

lCooling (IR+MW+RF): reduction of 
kinetic energy via RF fields

lRF frequency is sequentially ramped 
down according to the decreasing 
energy of the molecules

lState-discriminating detection: 

lmicrowave depletion (MWD) pulse 
destroys  all molecules in rotational 
states J=2 and J=3

lcooling signal = difference in 
unloading signal with and without 
MWD

lMake use of the individually controllable 

trap regions

lAdiabatic expansion from one to both 
trap regions by ramping of electric fields

lConservation of phase-space density: 
expected temperature reduction by factor 
1.59

lExperimental analysis of time scale of 
adiabaticity by varying the ramping time
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suitable for all sufficiently long 
trappable polar molecules 

Adiabatic Cooling

(a) Molecule temperature and cooling factor versus the ramping time.

(b) Typical TOF signal; molecules with t =1000ms arrive later and ramp
decay slower than molecules with  t =5ns.ramp

(c) Close-up of the normalized rising edge signal.

RF Power Scan

Experimental Parameters

Unloading Efficiency

RF MW E
unload

T N N / <vz>3

+IR (kV/cm) (m/s) (mK) (cnts) (s3 / m )3

No Cooling - - 40 8.1 268 44.9 0.085

- x 40 9.3 358 98.6 0.121

Cooling x x 10 4.3 77 48.2 0.587

<vz>

Velocity Distributions Determined From Time-of-Flight Signal:

Fluoromethane - CH F3

Micostructured electrodes act as mirrors for polar molecules.
The perimeter electrode provides transverse confinement.

perimeter electrode

Superposition between the 
microstructure field and 
macroscopic offset field leads to 
field zeros above every second 
microstructure electrode.

Majorana flips are reduced 
superimposing an electric 
field component parallel to the 
microstructure.
This is achieved using 
wedge-shaped electrodes.

by 

The escape channels 
beneath the ring electrode 
are eliminated by bending the 
microstructure electrodes 
back into the trap

Eliminating Trap Losses:

IR Stark Depletion SpectroscopyTrap Results

Measurement of record lifetimes ( ) by 
varying the holding time for molecules in the trap:

t=12s Depletion spectroscopy of |3,3ñ®|3,3ñ transition 
at different plate offset fields:
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Results:

lMeasured temperatures:

T = 184 ± 3 mK (5ms ramping time)max

T = 121 ± 2 mK (1000ms ramping time)min

lCooling factor:

F = T /T  = 1.53 ± 0.03 max min

thermodynamic maximum:  1.59

lLarge rotational constants; relatively few internal states are populated at 
liquid nitrogen temperatures 

lC-H vibrational strech mode (decay rate 15Hz) is addressable with OPO

lExtremely low background at QMS for mass 34

lDipole moment of 1.85 Debye

Cooling Results for CH F3

Opto-Electrical Cooling

Future Prospects

Scheme:

lSisyphus type cooling

lUse of DC electric field to remove kinetic energy

lSpontaneous decay provides for “one way direction”: 
a dissipative process

l~12 cycles for one order-of-magnitude temperature 
reduction

lUse vibrational decay: only a few levels involved due 
to rotational and vibrational selection rules

lSimulations show cooling below 1mK

Time-of-Flight Signal

lPhase-space density increased by a factor of 6.9,  
temperature reduced by a factor of 4.6

lSisyphus cooling with a spontaneous decay rate 
of only 15Hz

lStarting from a warm source with hundreds of 
rotational states populated, our experiment 
generates a near-state-selected ensemble of 
cold molecules

lIR frequency for cooling:  
lTransition in Q-branch Þ avoid losses via J=3

lHigh offset field to shift transition 

lRF power: strong enough for rapid cooling but 
weak enough to avoid losses via depletion

lCombination with buffer-gas cooling and internal state cooling

lHigher microwave frequencies to address K=3: double particle number due to spin statistics

lDifferent molecule species with stronger vibrational decay

lState-selective detection via REMPI spectroscopy

lInvestigate new physics

·

Experimental Sequence:

lContinuous loading at reduced trap and guiding fields

lMeasure for two loading fields to analyze velocity dependence

lTrapping for 1 to 60s with E =60kV/cm; guide 1 and 3 at high hold
negative voltages thereby electrically closing the two outlets of 
the trap

lUnloading at guiding configuration 
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Accumulation
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